
In the liner notes to her album Journey in
Satchidananda, Alice Coltrane refers to the tamboura
and the oud as being “uncommon” in jazz.
Interestingly, she didn’t describe the harp that way,
probably because she played it so frequently on her
albums with an inimitable flair and brilliance. The
harp is still something of a rarity today but musicians
are finding varied and engaging ways to incorporate
the instrument into the jazz idiom.

Colour Yes is an impressive new disc of originals
by trumpeter Matthew Halsall. The tunes are generally
uptempo and bop-inflected and the addition of harpist
Rachael Gladwin on a trio of ballads gives the tunes
another dimension. On “Together” and “I’ve Been
Here Before” Gladwin enhances the rhythm section in
its support of Halsall’s soaring trumpet and the
impassioned sax playing of Nat Birchall, which is
clearly influenced by John Coltrane. Halsall cleverly
highlights the tonal similarities between piano and
harp by having Gladwin comp closely with pianist
Adam Fairhall. They seem to share a mutual
conscience and mesh with each other nicely. The
eloquence of Gladwin’s playing lies in her use of
space, whether it’s through ornamental single-note
lines or, in the case of the waltz “Me and You”, by
swinging vibrantly, strumming the harp and
producing deep notes during an opulent solo. She has
an excellent sense of the moment, knowing when to
lend support and when to step into the spotlight,
giving Colour Yes greater texture and depth.

Another trumpeter, Marcus Printup, features
harpist Riza Hequibal on his CD Ballads - All Night.
Hequibal, who leans toward a more classical style of
playing, also gets to display her talents as a composer
and arranger. She and Printup duet on “Emily”, where
Hequibal’s lush, beautiful notes flow like a river. Even
when she simply strums and plucks in the background
to support Printup’s lovely soloing her sound
resonates as pleasantly as a sweet memory. Her fine
arrangement of another duet, “Corcovado”, slows
down the classic samba to ballad tempo, which allows
her to intertwine her harp tenderly with Printup’s
blues-rich tone, thus giving an oft-interpreted jazz
standard an inventive makeover. The rhythm section
joins in on Hequibal’s lovely “Lullaby for Nanay”,
where she puts her soul into every note and, as with
Gladwin and Fairhall in the other disc, Printup
underscores the tonal similarity between Hequibal and
pianist Dan Nimmer, which enhances the song’s
beauty as they echo one another gently. 

Halsall and Printup use the harp in their bands
not to be clever or cool but as integral parts of their
ensembles. Gladwin and Hequibal’s talents are
expansive and too formidable for them to be
pigeonholed into clichéd ethereal flourishes. Hearing
the harp in this context will give both new listeners
and hardcore mavens a new perspective on the music.
Even if the harp never becomes a standard part of the
jazz combo, players like Gladwin and Hequibal make a
point for its place on the bandstand.

For more information, visit gondwanarecords.com and
steeplechase.dk. Printup is at Rubin Museum Aug. 13th in
a group with Riza Hequibal. See Calendar.
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